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In spite of that, the power of Dragonslayer Sword didn’t diminish at all as Kai thrust it 
toward Luol’s chest. “Hahaha, a lowly Martial Arts Saint thinks he can kill me.” 

Amidst his hearty laughter, Luol vanished into thin air. All Kai’s sword pierced was a 
cloud of black mist. Within it were countless venomous parasites that subsequently 
engulfed Kai’s entire body. 

As for Luol, he was already standing by the side, bursting into laughter once again as 
he watched Kai being overwhelmed by the parasites. 

“Kid, I’m going to give you a taste of Venom Swarm,” Luol declared gleefully as an 
anxious Skyler looked on. Nonetheless, despite being covered by the venomous 
parasites, Kai was a sea of calm with his sword in hand.. 

The next moment, blue flames could be seen rising from Dragonslayer Sword before 
they covered Kai’s entire body. As the blue inferno began to burn, the venomous 
parasites throughout his body were incinerated into ash. 

“Spiritual fire?” Luol couldn’t help but frown at the sight of the spiritual fire flickering 
around Kai’s body. “If this is the best you can do, I’m really disappointed.” 

Brandishing Dragonslayer Sword, Kai fired an arc of light in Luol’s direction. However, 
when the light cut through Luol’s body, it gradually dissolved into a black mist again. 

But this time, the black mist transformed into a fearsome beast that raised its head and 
roared into the sky. Before Kai knew it, Luol reappeared beside him a second time. “Kid, 
you’ll never hit me,” Luol proclaimed confidently. 

“Your illusion spell is pretty good. I can’t believe how real it can be.” By then, Kai had 
noticed that his every attack had landed on an illusion instead of Luol’s real body. 

There was no way he could instantly tell that the Luol in front of him wasn’t real. Thus, 
he ended up attacking an image that was conjured up instead of his enemy’s physical 
self. 

“Haha. Now that you know what you’re up against, you had better stop wasting my time 
and surrender.” Amidst Luol’s laughter, a black mist began to rise from his body. “Hmph, 
I admit you have a decent illusion spell, but I’m no pushover,” Kai scoffed. As 
Dragonslayer Sword emitted a blistering flash, the roar of a dragon echoed in the air. 

“Rawr!” Meanwhile, Luol’s beast let out a thunderous cry before charging in Kai’s 
direction. As a countermeasure, Kai threw Dragonslayer Sword forward. It then evolved 



into a golden dragon that engaged the attacking beast in a brutal battle. In the 
meantime, Kai turned his attention to Luol. His fists were tightly clenched as they began 
to glow with a golden hue.. 

“Sacred Light Fist!” Kai unleashed a devastating attack upon his opponent. The sudden 
turn of events struck fear into Luol. He hadn’t expected Dragonslayer Sword to be 
capable of fighting on its own accord. 

Just as Kai’s punch landed on Luol, his body disappeared again. The residual black 
mist subsequently recomposed, by the side into Luol’s real body. 

“Kid, didn’t I tell you that you can’t touch me? Stop wasting your efforts!” Luol reiterated. 
Obviously, Kai wasn’t going to heed the man’s words. Instead, both his hands grabbed 
the thin air in front of him to unleash shackle-like chains of spiritual energy in every 
direction. 

Soon, the entire area surrounding Kai was tightly sealed. Regardless of how skilled Luol 
was in his illusion spell, there was no way he could escape the constrained space. 

Cognizant of the changes in the surrounding area, Luol rapidly retreated with a slight 
change in expression. In reality, Luol wasn’t that powerful and relied mostly on his 
magecraft. A confined space would naturally cause his illusion spell to lose its 
effectiveness. 

Clang! A loud rumble was heard when Luol crashed into what looked like transparent 
glass. The impact threw him into a daze with stars. spinning above his head. “I’ve 
sealed off this space. There’s no escape for you,” Kai stated in an icy tone. 
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“Hmph, your magecraft is nothing compared to mine!” Just as he spoke, Luol pulled out 
a seal from his hand and stabbed it into the ground. While doing so, he began to 
mumble a chant. 

As the air around him began to tremble, Kai could feel tremendous pressure smashing 
against his restrictive arcane array. Without a moment’s delay, he lunged at Luol to 
prevent the latter from breaking through it. Undeniably, the level of magecraft exhibited 
by Luol was impressive. 

When he saw Kai’s impending attack, Luol had no choice but to push both his hands 
forward. The seal on the ground rose into the air abruptly before flying in Kai’s direction. 

Boom! As Kai smashed his fist against the seal, it instantly shattered into dust. 
Immediately after, Kai appeared right in front of Luol and grabbed him by the throat. 



“D-Don’t kill me. I can help you find the ancient ruins,” Luol pleaded upon realizing the 
dire situation he was in. Kai had displayed strength that exceeded his imagination. It 
didn’t matter if it was magecraft or raw power, Luol’s skills didn’t even come close to 
that of the former. 

“Can you really help me locate the ancient ruins?” Kai gave Luol a skeptical look. 
“That’s right. I’ll help you as long as you spare my life.” Luol nodded as he spoke. 

“Why should I believe you?” Even though Kai didn’t deny that Luol was skilled in 
magecraft, he couldn’t bring himself to trust someone from Scorching Heaven Sect.. 

“You can put a restrictive spell on me or force me to swallow a poison pill. As long as 
you don’t kill me, I’ll do anything you say,” Luol begged desperately for mercy. Just like 
anyone else, he was afraid of death. 

“Mr. Chance, you can’t possibly trust a Demonic Cultivator from Scorching Heaven 
Sect,” Skyler cried out to Kai. She was worried that Kai would be tricked by Luol. 

“I’m not really a Demonic Cultivator from Scorching Heaven Sect. I was a mage from 
Kazillion Mountains before this. I was only forced to join them after they conquered my 
territory. I’m telling you the truth, so please let me live!” 

Luol gave Kai a pleading look, and the latter replied, “I can spare your life, but you’ll 
have to swallow this heart-eating pill. If you’re lying to me, you’ll die from your heart 
eaten by countless ants. With that, Kai handed a shiny black pill over to Luol. 

“All right, all right. I’ll take it. I’m definitely not lying to you.” Once Luol popped the pill 
into his mouth without any hesitation, Kai released his grip. Thereafter, he dispelled 
Spatial Restriction with a wave of his hand. 

“Now, take us to the ancient ruins,” Kai ordered. Nodding in acknowledgment, Luol 
began to lead the way. Meanwhile, outside the palace of the ancient ruins, Emiliano 
attempted to lead his men inside. However, they triggered an arcane array set up as a 
trap. With his men enveloped in poison gas, many of them were killed by its toxicity. 

Fortunately for them, Emiliano had brought along a few expert mages who swiftly acted 
to neutralize the poison. “What’s going on?” Emiliano asked with a frown. 

Although he was aware that the ancient ruins of Narcissus Palace were covered with 
arcane array traps, he didn’t expect to be caught in one the moment he entered it. 

If they couldn’t even get past the first trap, there was no way they would be able to 
reach their destination. “Mr. Fairchild, we’re trying our best. It should be dispelled 
anytime now,” one of the elderly mages reported as he wiped the sweat off his brow. 



Even so, Emiliano was enraged by their performance. “All of you are useless! Why can’t 
you break through it after such a long time?” he thundered. 

“Mr. Fairchild, this arcane array is both ancient and unique. It takes time to break down. 
something like this,” the elderly mage explained, his tone tinged with awkwardness. 
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“What a piece of trash! How dare you call yourself a mage with such skill level? You are 
an utter waste of resources. Make haste, will you?” bellowed Emiliano in annoyance. 

If they continued being trapped, others would benefit at their expense. However, there 
was no choice-the first people to enter the ancient ruins would definitely suffer more 
than others. 

Nevertheless, there was nothing the mages could do but accelerate while Emiliano sat 
at the side with a frown. The arcane array, which seemed so harmless, was able to trap 
them for such a long period of time. Truly, Narcissus Palace lived up to its reputation. At 
that moment, Emiliano twisted his head to the side and glanced over. An unpleasant 
look spread across his face. 

“Oh no! Someone’s heading toward us. We must not let them surpass us. Hurry up!” 
urged Emiliano anxiously when he sensed that people were coming. 

Kai and Skyler simultaneously looked in the same direction. Waves of Martial Arts God 
aura surged toward the depths of the forest from the entrance. 

“Did someone enter again, Mr. Chance?” asked Skyler when she sensed the aura. 
“Yeah. There’s quite a few too. Looks like it’s going to get crowded,” replied Kai 
solemnly. The more people there were, the harder it was to obtain the magical item in 
the ancient ruins.. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! A series of explosions sounded. Two elderly wearing white 
headscarves were chopping at the tree in front of them. The humongous tree, which 
was split in half, fell over to the sides like straws, revealing a wide road that cut through 
the forest. 

A carriage appeared on the road that had just been opened, carried by four young 
women in white dresses. and an eight trigram was embedded at the top of the carriage. 

Soon, those people arrived in front of Kai. When Skyler saw the carriage, she frowned 
and asked, “Why is the sissy here too?” “The sissy?” Kai was stunned, not 
understanding what Skyler was talking about. 



“He’s Avery Lindt, the eldest heir of Flying Star Sect. Although he’s a man, he dresses 
up like a woman every day. How disgusting!” spat Skyler with a look of repulsion. 

At that moment, the carriage stopped, and the curtains parted. A person clothed in white 
and with heavy make-up stepped out of it. He looked extremely alluring, with every 
single one of his actions exuding a seductive charm. 

Kai was dumbfounded when he saw the person alight from the carriage. Is this the 
eldest heir of Flying Star Sect whom Skyler mentioned? He’s a man? “Mr. Chance, this 
guy is a little perverted. You must be careful…” 

When Skyler spotted Kai staring at Avery intently, she reminded softly, “He’s really a 
man. Don’t be fooled by his appearance!” As soon as Avery walked out of the carriage 
and spotted Skyler, he smiled. “What a coincidence! I didn’t expect to bump into you 
here, Skyler…” 

Striding forward briskly, he greeted Skyler enthusiastically and was about to hold her 
hand. However, she avoided him in disgust. “Why are you here too, Mr. Lindt?” Skyler 
asked Avery. 

“There’s some abnormal activity in the Kazillion Mountains. Since the ancient ruins of 
Narcissus Palace have possibly emerged, I obviously have to come and take a look. 
What if I manage to get my hands on some precious items?” explained Avery with a 
smile. 

Only then did Kai finally believe that this seductive-looking person was actually a man, 
for his Adam’s Apple was quite obvious. While he was speaking to Skyler, Avery cast 
his gaze onto Kai as well. He was stunned for a moment before a lustful look flashed 
across his eyes. 

When Kai sensed Avery’s intense stare, he shivered, and goosebumps crept up his 
arm. “Skyler, who’s this handsome lad? He looks unfamiliar. He isn’t from Luminous 
Sect, right?” Avery asked Skyler. 
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“No, he’s Mr. Kai Chance, a martial artist who came from outside the hidden realm,” 
Skyler introduced. “A martial artist from an external realm?” Avery seemed surprised. “I 
didn’t expect that a martial artist from the external realm would have the guts to come to 
a place like this. Hello, handsome. My name’s Avery Lindt. So glad to meet you!” 

He extended his hand to Kai politely. Initially, Kai did not wish to shake hands with this 
androgynous person. However, since Avery was so polite, Kai could not possibly act 
rudely in response. Hence, he had no choice but to shake hands with the man. 



However, upon grabbing Kai’s hand, Avery started stroking it with his other hand. A 
wave of disgust engulfed Kai, who had the urge to throw up. He quickly flung Avery’s 
hand away. 

“You’re quite strong, Kai!” Avery chuckled before saying, “Skyler, since we’ve already 
bumped into each other, we can go together. We can take care of each other that way. 
There are a lot of wild beasts inside. Let’s not get our dear Kai injured.” 

Skyler did not know how to reply to Avery’s suggestion, so she merely looked at Kai, 
who was trying his best not to puke out of disgust. When no one spoke, Avery took out 
a geomantic compass and said, “If you follow me, you can find the ancient ruins more 
quickly. On the other hand, if you just search for it randomly, you’ll take a few days.” 
After hearing what Avery said, Kai nodded. “Okay.” 

“Great! Let’s go,” exclaimed Avery happily. Just then, an elderly man in a white 
headscarf walked over and spoke to Avery. “Please get onto the carriage, Mr. Lindt.” 

“I’m not traveling in the carriage anymore. It’s too boring. I want to walk for a while. Go 
ahead and open up a path for us,” said Avery with a wave of his hand. 

At his behest, the two elderly men walked in front to open up a path. They chopped the 
trees aside as if they were nothing but straws. Throughout the journey, Avery kept trying 
to chat with Kai, his eyes gleaming with affection. 

Kai could do nothing but steady his breath, willing himself to enter a meditative state like 
during his cultivation. Otherwise, he would have vomited long ago. 

Skyler burst out laughing when she saw Kai forcing himself to remain calm, However, 
with Avery’s and the geomantic compass’ guidance, Kai and the rest left the forest 
quickly. Soon, a majestic palace emerged in front of them. 

Not only was the palace enormous, but it also kept extending backward like there was 
no limit. No one knew how far the palace extended. It was evident how powerful those 
from the Narcissus Palace were to be able to construct such magnificent architecture in 
the heart of the mountains. 

“So these are the ancient ruins of Narcissus Palace… How awe-inspiring!” exclaimed 
Skyler when she witnessed the scene in front of her. “Narcissus Palace used to be an 
extremely powerful clan. Even if all the three sects and six clans in the hidden realm 
were to combine forces, they could never surpass Narcissus Palace. It’s actually not a 
big deal for them to have the capability to build this,” said Avery calmly. 

Evidently, he had read up on the history of Narcissus Palace before coming. “There’s an 
arcane array in front of Narcissus Palace. We’ll have to deactivate it before we enter,” 
Luol chimed in at that moment. “An arcane array?” Avery scoffed coldly. “What kind of 
arcane array would be strong enough to stop me?” 



After a brief pause, he said to Kai, “Follow me, Kai. I’ll guarantee your safety. No arcane 
array would be able to harm you.” Kai did not comment on Avery’s revolting behavior. 
Instead, he walked toward the ancient ruins of Narcissus Palace directly. 

Kai also knew that there was an arcane array. All that needed to be done was to 
deactivate it. As he and the rest approached the ruins of the palace, the space around 
them trembled, and they were transported to another dimension. 

At that moment, Emiliano, who was still trapped in the arcane array, sensed the air 
around him. fluctuate. Thereafter, a bunch of people appeared. 
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“ Kai?” Kai immediately attracted Emiliano’s attention. After all, Emiliano hated him to 
his guts. He instantly launched himself at Kai at the sight of the latter’s sudden 
appearance. 

Kai also did not expect that he would meet Emiliano there. However, when Emiliano 
charged toward him, Kai had already prepared himself. His aura surged, and golden 
light flickered on his fists. 

Before Kai could make a move, he saw a white figure flash across his eyes and collide 
with Emiliano the next second. Bang! Emiliano staggered a few steps backward before 
he steadied himself. 

“Mr. Fairchild, are you all right?” the few Stormwind Sect disciples hurriedly asked. 
Emiliano shook his head before gazing at Avery, who had just slammed into him. “What 
are you doing, Avery?” 

Avery ignored him and turned around to ask Kai concernedly, “ Kai, are you all right?” 
Seeing that, Kai remained silent and took a few steps back, distancing himself from 
Avery. This is too disgusting…. 

Taking in Avery’s demeanor, Emiliano instantly gained clarity. Still, he regarded Avery 
with a cold visage and warned, “Avery, I have a grudge against Kai. It would be best if 
you don’t meddle!” 

“Emiliano, is that grudge so important that you must start a fight now? We’re all trapped 
in this arcane array, yet you’re still in the mood to fight? Let’s figure out a way to leave 
for now. It seems to me you guys have been stuck here for quite some time and still 
haven’t found a way out. Aren’t you ashamed of yourselves?” Avery uttered to Emiliano 
disdainfully. 



“This is an ancient arcane array. Our sect’s mages are already working on breaking it. It 
won’t be long before we succeed,” Emiliano replied. 

Hearing that, Avery sneered, “How dare a few pieces of trash from Stormwind Sect like 
you all claim yourselves to be mages. I could’ve removed this lousy arcane array with a 
casual wave of my hand!” 

Emiliano didn’t retort after being mocked by Avery because he knew the eldest heir of 
Flying Star Sect was indeed a talented mage. Not only had he attained the Fourth Level 
of Martial Arts God, but Avery’s mastery of magecraft was also stronger than others. 

Avery performed a hand seal, and a red light glimmered in his hand. Immediately 
afterward, he casually flicked his wrist. The space fluctuated, and the arcane array 
before them instantly vanished. 

Subsequently, the majestic hall reentered everyone’s vision. A hint of astonishment 
flashed across Emiliano’s eyes as he witnessed that scene. Meanwhile, the few 
Stormwind Sect mages lowered their heads in embarrassment and remained silent. 

“Mr. Chance, don’t be deceived by Avery’s effeminate appearance. He’s quite skilled in 
magecraft and is considered a genius in that field,” Skyler whispered beside Kai’s ear. 
Kai curled his lips into a contemptuous smile without saying a word. 

In his opinion, although Avery’s magecraft was indeed not bad, it wasn’t impressive, let 
alone prodigious. His magecraft can’t even match up against Luol’s. The reason he 
could break this arcane array so easily is that the few mages from Stormwind Sect had 
already done most of the work. 

“All right, now that the arcane array is removed, we can enter now. However, all of you 
must follow closely behind me. I believe there are many more powerful arcane arrays 
inside. If anyone gets separated and is ambushed by any arcane array traps, don’t 
blame me for leaving you behind!” After saying that, Avery turned to Kai. “ Kai, tread on 
my heels, and no one would dare to cause you any harm!” 

While everyone moved into the hall, Emiliano glanced at Kai coldly. “Hmph! I can’t 
believe you even betrayed your body for survival. How disgusting!” 

Kai did not say a word, let alone bother to respond to Emiliano’s remark. He was merely 
curious to see who was inside the ancient ruins of Narcissus Palace and how that place 
was related to the Spring of Regeneration. Now that the Spring of Regeneration has 
disappeared, I need to think of another way to treat Flaxseed’s and Godrick’s bodies. 

 


